INTRODUCTION {#ieam4248-sec-0010}
============

Over the last several decades, the use of low and no calorie sweeteners (LNCSs) has increased substantially. As such, and due to their high solubility in water, low absorption to soils, and reliable analytical methods, some LNCSs, including acesulfame‐potassium (ACE‐K) have been routinely detected in wastewater influents, effluents, and surface waters (see Table [1](#ieam4248-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, as well as Supplemental Data Tables S3--S6 for a detailed collation of ACE‐K\'s environmental monitoring studies). The major route of entry for ACE‐K into the environment is as unchanged human excretion product that flows down the drain and is ultimately discharged from wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs), which were not originally designed to remove these compounds (Petrovic et al. [2004](#ieam4248-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}). Early research has indicated that many LNCSs, including ACE‐K, are not completely removed by WWTPs, and thus there is a growing concern that ACE‐K and its potential transformation products (TPs) may have an impact on the environment (Lange et al. [2012](#ieam4248-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). Acesulfame‐potassium is a common LNCS food and beverage additive, with its uses expected to increase (Sylvetsky and Rother [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}); therefore potential exposure to environmental organisms is likely chronic in nature.

###### 

Summary of concentration of ACE‐K observed in wastewater and environmental compartments

  Compartment                       Nr observations   Weighted average   Range                Locations                                                                                                       References
  --------------------------------- ----------------- ------------------ -------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Wastewater influents to WWTPs     192               22.9 µg/L          \<LOQ to 81 µg/L     Multiple Germany; multiple Switzerland; Albany, NY, USA; Tianjin, China; Singapore                              Buerge et al. ([2009](#ieam4248-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}), Scheurer et al. ([2011](#ieam4248-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}), Gan et al. ([2013](#ieam4248-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}), Subedi and Kannan ([2014](#ieam4248-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}), Tran et al. ([2015](#ieam4248-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}), Castronovo et al. ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}), Seitz and Winzenbacher ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}), Kahl et al. ([2018](#ieam4248-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"})
  Wastewater effluents from WWTPs   314               29.9 µg/L          \<LOQ to 2500 µg/L   Multiple EU unspecified; multiple Germany; multiple Switzerland; Albany, NY, USA; Tianjin, China; Singapore     Buerge et al. ([2009](#ieam4248-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}), Berset and Ochsenbein ([2012](#ieam4248-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}), Gan et al. ([2013](#ieam4248-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}), Loos et al. ([2013](#ieam4248-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}), Subedi and Kannan ([2014](#ieam4248-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}), Tran et al. ([2015](#ieam4248-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}), Castronovo et al. ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}), Seitz and Winzenbacher ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}), Kahl et al. ([2018](#ieam4248-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"})
  Surface water                     1008              2.9 µg/L           \<LOQ to 53.7 µg/L   Tianjin, China; multiple Switzerland; multiple Germany; multiple Finland; Barbados; NW Spain; multiple Canada   Buerge et al. ([2009](#ieam4248-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}), Scheurer et al. ([2009](#ieam4248-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}), Müller et al. ([2011](#ieam4248-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}), Van Stempvoort et al. ([2011](#ieam4248-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}), Berset and Ochsenbein ([2012](#ieam4248-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}), Ordóñez et al. ([2012](#ieam4248-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}), Gan et al. ([2013](#ieam4248-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}), Moschet et al. ([2013](#ieam4248-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}), Perkola and Sainio ([2014](#ieam4248-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}), Ruff et al. ([2015](#ieam4248-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}), Edwards et al. ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}), Seitz and Winzenbacher ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}), Kahl et al. ([2018](#ieam4248-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"})
  Groundwater                       323               0.653 µg/L         \<LOQ to 9.7 µg/L    Multiple Switzerland; multiple Canada; Cape Cod, MA, USA; Germany; Tianjin, China                               Buerge et al. ([2009](#ieam4248-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}), Van Stempvoort et al. ([2011](#ieam4248-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}), Berset and Ochsenbein ([2012](#ieam4248-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}), Gan et al. ([2013](#ieam4248-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}), Wu et al. ([2014](#ieam4248-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}), Schaider et al. ([2016](#ieam4248-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}), Seitz and Winzenbacher ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"})
  WWTP sludge                       65                120.7 ng/g         \<LOQ to 190 ng/g    Albany, NY, USA; multiple Spain; Zurich, Switzerland; Singapore                                                 Buerge et al. ([2011](#ieam4248-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}), Ordoñez et al. ([2013](#ieam4248-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}), Subedi and Kannan ([2014](#ieam4248-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}), Arbeláez et al. ([2015](#ieam4248-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}), Tran et al. ([2015](#ieam4248-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"})

ACE‐K = acesulfame‐potassium; EU = European Union; LOQ = limit of quantification; WWTP = wastewater treatment plant.
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Acesulfame‐potassium (chemical formula C4H4KNO4S; CAS registry number 55589‐62‐3) (Supplemental Data Figure S1) is a sulfamate ester that is 1,2,3‐oxathiazin‐4(3H)‐one 2,2‐dioxide substituted by a methyl group at position 6. It was discovered in 1967 by Karl Clauss, a German researcher. A 3% solution is approximately 200× as sweet as sucrose (Lipinski and Hanger [2001](#ieam4248-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Magnuson et al. [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). Acesulfame‐potassium was approved for use in a variety of foods and beverages by the United States Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) in [1988](#ieam4248-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} (Chattopadhyay et al. [2014](#ieam4248-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}), and is often blended with other LNCSs (e.g., aspartame, sucralose). Acesulfame‐potassium is sold directly to consumers as Sweet One and Sunett. It has been reported to be one of the LNCSs more resistant to efficient removal in WWTPs (Scheurer et al. [2009](#ieam4248-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}). Due to its frequent occurrence and persistence in the environment, ACE‐K has been proposed as a tracer of anthropogenic contaminate activity in wastewater (Scheurer et al. [2011](#ieam4248-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). The suitability of ACE‐K as an environmental tracer apparently arises from its unequivocal production for and consumption by human activity. Acesulfame‐potassium analytical methods are well established, providing an easily achieved and accurate chemical marker for other more difficult to identify hydrophilic contaminants. Although the human health safety profile of ACE‐K has been well established, there has been a paucity of ecological effects data reported in the literature until more recently. Given the high likelihood of environmental exposure to ACE‐K, it is important to critically review the state of the science with respect to its environmental fate and effects. An initial evaluation of the environmental fate of ACE‐K was established by considering its predicted and measured physical--chemical properties (Supplemental Data Figure S1). These data were not used directly for risk assessment purposes but rather were used to prioritize the most appropriate environmental compartment for risk assessment. Acesulfame‐potassium is very water soluble, with a measured water solubility of 237 g/L at 20 °C, and a low measured log *K* ~ow~ value of −2.35 at 23 °C. These 2 characteristics generally indicate that ACE‐K will reside in the aquatic compartment and will not bioconcentrate or bioaccumulate in aquatic organisms. The measured *K* ~d~ values for ACE‐K of 10.1 to 43.7 L/kg (Tran et al. [2015](#ieam4248-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}) further indicate a low sorption of this chemical to solids (i.e., sludge), which would suggest a low potential for exposure in soil and sediment compartments. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA [2012](#ieam4248-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}) modeled estimates (EPI Suite v4.11) clearly show that ACE‐K will not be appreciably removed by WWTPs, and this has been confirmed by a number of early researchers (Buerge et al. [2009](#ieam4248-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Scheurer et al. [2009](#ieam4248-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}; Lange et al. [2012](#ieam4248-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). However, more recently there is an interesting and emerging trend of demonstrating successful biodegradation of ACE‐K by WWTPs (Castronovo et al. [2017](#ieam4248-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Kahl et al. [2018](#ieam4248-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}), a finding that has great significance for its potential future aquatic risk. Regarding environmental effects data, ACE‐K is now receiving a considerable amount of attention in the peer‐reviewed literature with respect to its ecotoxicological characteristics. Although in‐depth analysis of the environmental fate, ecotoxicity properties, and environmental risks of other LNCSs, such as sucralose, have been published (Tollefsen et al. [2012](#ieam4248-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}), such an assessment on ACE‐K has not been performed. Based on the available information, the purpose of the present paper was to 1) critically review the ecotoxicology and environmental fate state‐of‐the‐science for ACE‐K, 2) develop an environmental risk assessment for ACE‐K using both a conservative deterministic quotient approach of the ratio of the predicted environmental concentration (PEC) to the predicted no‐effect concentration (PNEC) for aquatic organisms as well as a more advanced probabilistic risk assessment, and 3) provide a data‐gap assessment for future work to more fully address the potential ecotoxicological risks from ACE‐K.

OVERVIEW OF HUMAN HEALTH AND MAMMALIAN TOXICOLOGY STUDIES {#ieam4248-sec-0020}
=========================================================

Internationally, for the past 25 y, ACE‐K has been accepted for use in a variety of food products as a sweetener and flavor enhancer. Several regulatory bodies and national food authorities, including the Scientific Committee on Food (SCF) of the European Commission, European Food Safety Authority (EFSA), USFDA, and the Joint Food and Agriculture Organization--World Health Organization (FAO/WHO) Expert Committee on Food Additives (JECFA) have established an acceptable daily intake (ADI) for the safe use of ACE‐K. These ADIs are calculated on the basis of the results of extensive animal toxicology studies (WHO [1980](#ieam4248-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}, [1983](#ieam4248-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}; USFDA [1988](#ieam4248-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; JECFA [1991](#ieam4248-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; EC [2000](#ieam4248-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; EFSA [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}).

The USFDA ([1988](#ieam4248-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}) set an ADI of 15 mg·kg^--1^·d^--1^ of body weight (bw) in the United States; concomitantly, in Europe, the ADI was set at 9 mg·kg^--1^·d^--1^ of bw (EC [2000](#ieam4248-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). The JECFA set an ADI of 9 mg/kg of bw, which was later increased to 15 mg/kg (JECFA [1991](#ieam4248-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). All approvals were based on long‐term rat or dog studies that concurred that neither rats nor dogs exhibited adverse effects when fed diets containing up to 3% ACE‐K for up to 2 y. Based on body weights, these exposures corresponded to no observed adverse effect levels (NOAELs) of 1500 mg·kg^--1^·d^--1^ and 900 mg·kg^--1^·d^--1^ of bw for rats and dogs, respectively (Magnuson et al. [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}).

The initial approval by JECFA established an ADI of 9 mg·kg^--1^·d^--1^ based on the 2‐y dog study (WHO [1983](#ieam4248-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}). The JECFA later reevaluated available data and revised the ADI to 15 mg·kg^--1^·d^--1^ based on the 2‐y study in rats, concluding that the rat study better represented humans because exposures in the rat study began in utero and because chronic exposure for 2 y represented a greater portion of the rats\' lifespan compared with the same exposure duration in dogs (JECFA [1991](#ieam4248-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}).

At this time, ACE‐K is approved for use in more than 100 countries, and more than 90 studies support its safety. Additionally, recent safety reevaluations conducted by the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) and the USFDA have reaffirmed the safe use of ACE‐K as a nonnutritive sweetener with the same previously established ADIs (USFDA [1988](#ieam4248-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; EU [2000](#ieam4248-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; EFSA [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}).

ENVIRONMENTAL FATE AND EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT CHARACTERIZATION {#ieam4248-sec-0030}
===========================================================

Variations in removal efficiencies of ACE‐K in activated sludge wastewater treatment plants {#ieam4248-sec-0040}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Acesulfame‐potassium is excreted from the human body via the urine and enters WWTPs essentially unchanged (Renwick [1986](#ieam4248-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). Acesulfame‐potassium may be discharged into surface waters from domestic sewage via WWTP effluents if incomplete degradation and limited retention times are observed during wastewater treatment. It is well recognized that WWTP removal efficiencies for any chemical are driven by 2 independent sets of variables. The first relates to the inherent physical--chemical properties of the chemical, and the second is associated with the specific operational parameters of the activated sludge WWTP being investigated (Douziech et al. [2018](#ieam4248-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). The inherent properties of the chemical dictate the extent to which the key processes, including biodegradation, hydrolysis, sorption to sludge solids, volatilization, and photodegradation, will occur and influence the rate of removal. The WWTP operating parameters critical for understanding removal efficiencies include sludge and hydraulic retention times, activated sludge concentrations and metabolic capabilities, pH, and operating temperature. The inherent physical--chemical properties of ACE‐K (see Supplemental Data Figure S1) essentially exclude the potential for abiotic removal mechanisms to significantly contribute to its removal efficiency in WWTPs (Buerge et al. [2009](#ieam4248-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Tran et al. [2014](#ieam4248-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [2015](#ieam4248-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}). Hydrolysis of ACE‐K was not a significant WWTP removal mechanism based on its stability in wastewater treatment and surface waters and similarity of ACE‐K concentrations in those environmental compartments (Buerge et al. [2009](#ieam4248-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). Sorption of ACE‐K is expected to be low, based on its measured *K* ~d~ values (Supplemental Data Figure S1). This was confirmed by Subedi and Kannan ([2014](#ieam4248-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}), who measured a *K* ~d~ sorption coefficient for ACE‐K of 289 L/kg and less than 2.0% removal from 2 WWTPs in Albany, New York, USA using activated biological sludge treatment. Tran et al. ([2015](#ieam4248-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}) reported comparably low ACE‐K sludge *K* ~d~ sorption coefficients of 10.1 L/kg to 34.7 L/kg in lab batch experiments for conventional activated sludge and nitrifying activated sludge, respectively. The *K* ~d~ values \<500 indicate a strong potential to migrate with water rather than attach to soil or sludge particles (Morais et al. [2013](#ieam4248-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}). In addition, the p*K* ~a~ of ACE‐K is 2.0 (Supplemental Data Figure S1), which suggests that it will exist almost completely in the anion form in the environment. Anions commonly do not absorb tightly to soils high in organic C and clay when compared to their corresponding neutral chemicals. Confirming these conclusions, ACE‐K has been detected in sewage sludge samples at low mean concentrations ranging from 32 to 163 ng/g (Supplemental Data Table S5). Interestingly in a previous study, (Tran et al. [2014](#ieam4248-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}) found 16% to 21% removal of ACE‐K after 7 d of incubation in a nitrifying activated sludge and suggested that this removal of ACE‐K was attributable to biodegradation and the presence of autotrophic and heterotrophic microorganisms in the nitrifying activated sludge as well as potential induction of nonspecific oxidative enzymes rather than any abiotic factors. Acesulfame‐potassium is also not expected to volatilize appreciably during WWTP operations due to its very low estimated vapor pressure and Henry\'s Law Constant (Supplemental Data Figure S1). Tran et al. ([2014](#ieam4248-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}) also reported a very low vapor pressure for ACE‐K of 9.6 × 10^−9^ atm m^3^/mol and concluded that this mechanism did not contribute to ACE‐K removal in their batch experimental nitrifying activated sludge studies. Acesulfame‐potassium has a half‐life of 2.8 h AOPWin v1.92 (USEPA [2012](#ieam4248-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}) using updated measured ACE‐K input values rather than defaults, which is less than the 2 d assigned to substances that exhibit potential for long‐range atmospheric transport. Acesulfame‐potassium does not absorb well at wavelengths \>290 nm (the cutoff of solar irradiation at the earth\'s surface) so therefore it might not be expected to be susceptible to direct photolysis by sunlight at neutral pH (Perkola et al. [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). Although there may be some indirect photolysis of ACE‐K in surface waters exposed to sunlight, the extent to which it might be photodegraded in a typical WWTP would be limited to only the exposed top layers of wastewater treatment waters, and the typical high turbidity of those wastewaters can be assumed to block most sunlight.

Given the above discussion of the insignificance of abiotic factors influencing the removal of ACE‐K in a typical activated biological sludge treatment plant, we can conclude that when removal of ACE‐K from WWTPs is observed, the rate of removal is likely associated with one form of biodegradation or another. The scientific literature suggests a changing profile of ACE‐K\'s removal efficiency by WWTPs over time (Supplemental Data Table S1). Early pioneering laboratory studies on the biodegradation potential of ACE‐K indicated that aerobic degradation of ACE‐K was negligible after 90 d in activated sludge (Buerge et al. [2009](#ieam4248-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}) and surface waters (Scheurer et al. [2009](#ieam4248-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [2010](#ieam4248-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}; Lange et al. [2012](#ieam4248-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). Buerge et al. ([2011](#ieam4248-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}), however, also studied the biodegradation of ACE‐K in 6 different Swiss soil samples under aerobic conditions and found \>90% degradation of ACE‐K in 5 of 6 soils and approximately 60% degradation in the 6th soil sample. Although these findings were in contrast to their previous reports of persistence of ACE‐K in WWTPs, they rationalized these findings of fairly rapid biodegradation in soils by the presence of divergent populations of microorganisms present in the soil versus the activated sludge. No biodegradation of ACE‐K was observed in fixed‐bed reactors (aqueous compost and soil) over a 56‐d period, whereas ACE‐K was completely biodegraded within 28 d in diluted wastewater effluent (Storck et al. [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}).

Beginning around 2014, studies began showing up in the literature suggesting that biodegradation of ACE‐K could in fact occur under specific environmental conditions. The degradation of ACE‐K (16%--21% in 7 d) by an enriched nitrifying culture enhanced with ammonium was reported by Tran et al. ([2014](#ieam4248-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}). In 2016, a group of Swiss and German scientists observed 80% removal of ACE‐K in aerobic sequential batch reactors (SBRs) but no removal in anaerobic SBRs (Falás et al. [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). The following year, Castronovo et al. ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}) published a follow‐up paper confirming this trend of increasing removal as well as documented biodegradation of ACE‐K when they reported between 59% and 97% ACE‐K removal in 13 German and Swiss WWTPs using conventional activated sludge treatment with both denitrification and nitrification. They also reported that ACE‐K was quantitatively transformed to sulfamic acid and complete removal of C originating from ACE‐K. They reported that sulfamic acid was the only relevant final TP in the presumed degradation pathway of ACE‐K and, based on similar measured concentrations of sulfamic acid in the WWTP influents and effluents (maximum concentrations of up to 2.3 mg/L), that the biodegradation of ACE‐K added only insignificantly to the typical total load of sulfamic acid discharged into surface waters consistent with its widespread use in commercial acid cleaning products. The authors ultimately concluded that the biodegradation of ACE‐K in municipal WWTPs was not as rare as had been previously reported, and removal was attributed to biologically mediated degradation processes.

Subsequently, Kahl et al. ([2018](#ieam4248-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}) sought to identify whether the removal of ACE‐K in WWTPs was now an even more general trend. These authors confirmed that ACE‐K removal and biodegradation was significant in 9 additional German WWTPs, although the removal efficiency exhibited some seasonal fluctuation. Monthly median removal efficiencies exceeded 95% from July to October/November. However, during the colder winter season (January through April), less than 20% ACE‐K was removed from 3 smaller WWTPs (plants B, D, and H). Acesulfame‐potassium biodegradation activity was restored by increasing the temperature of the original cold (winter) WWTP sludge matrix, indicating that ACE‐transforming microorganisms were present but simply inactive during the cold season. Thus, the seasonality differences observed were much more pronounced for the 3 smaller WWTPs, whereas in the larger WWTPs (i.e., those with capacities of \>200 000 population equivalents; plants A and E--G), ACE‐K removal was actually very efficient (\>80%) throughout the entire year. In these larger WWTPs, there was good removal even at temperatures of approximately 16 to 22 °C. They also observed that ACE‐K removal was enhanced by low carbonaceous biochemical O demand (CBOD5) and high O availability, values which typically go hand in hand with longer retention times. Thus, it appears that while recovery of ACE‐K removal and biodegradation was temperature driven (mesophilic temperature ranges being optimal), it was also well correlated with longer retention times typically employed at larger WWTPs. The ACE‐K biodegrading microbes appeared to be slow growers, which might suggest that longer retention times may be an additional enhancing factor for ACE‐K biodegradation. Another important finding from Kahl et al. ([2018](#ieam4248-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}) was the documented generation of sulfamic acid as the major biodegradation product formed from ACE‐K, which confirmed the previous findings of Castronovo et al. ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). This developing trend for observing increased removal and biodegradation of ACE‐K in German WWTPs was also reflected in reductions in mass loading of ACE‐K in 2 large rivers in Germany over the study period of 2013 to 2016 (Kahl et al. [2018](#ieam4248-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). During this 4‐y period, they observed reductions in ACE‐K loading of around 80% in the Elbe River and 70% in the Mulde River. Measured influent ACE‐K concentrations in their study (10--70 μg/L) were not significantly different from influent concentrations reported previously in other German and Swiss surface waters (Buerge et al. [2009](#ieam4248-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, 12--434 μg/L; Scheurer et al. [2011](#ieam4248-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, 8.2--37 μg/L; and Castronovo et al. [2017](#ieam4248-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, 20--81 μg/L; see also Supplemental Data Table S3). During this same time period, Kahl et al. ([2018](#ieam4248-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}) further suggested that wastewater treatment processes and techniques had not changed significantly in Germany. These facts suggest that the observed enhanced rates of ACE‐K removal and biodegradation in Germany had a positive influence (reduction) on the reported surface‐water concentrations of ACE‐K over the 4‐y period (2013--2016) of study.

There now also seems to be an emergence of confirmed ACE‐K biodegradation in other areas of the world, including China (Yang et al. [2017](#ieam4248-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}) where \>90% ACE‐K removal was reported with a common biological treatment process (oxidation ditch and membrane bioreactors). Huang et al. ([2019](#ieam4248-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}) also recently isolated an ACE‐K degrading *Chelatococcus* sp. from WWTP activated sludge cultures in China. A similar oxidation ditch process combined with typical bioreactors in conventional 3‐step WWTP process (primary, activated biological sludge, and chlorination) in Australia (Cardenas et al. [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) resulted in 92% ACE‐K removal efficiencies in September 2012. Average air temperatures in Queensland, Australia in September are 21.1 °C. It appears that if the WWTP operating conditions are suitable, including mesophilic temperature ranges and perhaps longer retention times, there may be an emerging trend for the biodegradation of ACE‐K in WWTPs worldwide. Following up on these emerging findings, Kleinsteuber et al. ([2019](#ieam4248-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}) have recently provided additional preliminary mechanistic evidence that ACE‐K can be mineralized in a catabolic process and used as the sole C source by pure strains of bacteria isolated from activated sludge. Three slow‐growing strains of ACE‐K biodegraders were isolated and degraded 1 g/L ACE‐K within 8 to 9 d.

Laboratory‐based physical--chemical simulation approaches for predicting the removal of ACE‐K {#ieam4248-sec-0050}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The high detection frequency of ACE‐K in various environmental compartments combined with the early reported absence of significant biodegradation led to attention being focused on developing various potential alternate physical--chemical strategies that might more effectively remove it from the waste stream and receiving waters. A number of laboratory‐based studies have been pursued with mixed results (see Supplemental Data Table S2, which summarizes representative examples of physical--chemical degradation processes that have been explored). For the most part, these approaches have focused on processes with the greatest relevance to domestic wastewater, which include chlorination, UV radiation, and ozonation. Degradation of ACE‐K by chlorination (21%) and ozonation (100%) was reported by Soh et al. ([2011](#ieam4248-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}), and Scheurer et al. ([2010](#ieam4248-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}) confirmed 100% removal efficiency of ACE‐K using a similar ozone method. Permanganate oxidation resulted in 43% to 80% ACE‐K removal efficiency with higher removal rates associated with lower dissolved organic matter concentrations (Yin et al. [2017](#ieam4248-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}). Finally, UV light exposure combined with advanced oxidation catalysts has been investigated by several research groups with varying results ranging from 19% up to 100% removal efficiencies (Scheurer et al. [2014](#ieam4248-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}; Kattel et al. [2017](#ieam4248-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Fu et al. [2019](#ieam4248-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). Another research group (Sang et al. [2014](#ieam4248-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) investigated a more novel laboratory‐based approach of combing UV treatment in the presence of a TiO~2~ catalyst and reported \>84% removal of ACE‐K after 30 min and complete removal after 2 h. Although the reported photocatalytically enhanced degradation of ACE‐K in this study (Sang et al. [2014](#ieam4248-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) is interesting, the practical application of such an approach has not been implemented in any full‐scale WWTPs due to a number of limitations (Dong et al. [2015](#ieam4248-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). In addition, Sang et al. ([2014](#ieam4248-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) also reported the generation of several potentially unwanted ACE‐K TPs as a result of these experiments, which were determined to exhibit enhanced toxicity as measured by Microtox (an in vitro screening test system using bioluminescent bacteria for the detection of relative toxicity in water; Microbics Corporation [1992](#ieam4248-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}). ACE‐K does not absorb at wavelengths \>290 nm and therefore should not be susceptible to direct photolysis by natural sunlight. Scheurer et al. ([2014](#ieam4248-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}), however, successfully demonstrated the degradation of ACE‐K by direct photolysis during short‐wavelength ultraviolet C light (UVC) disinfection of water as a function of pH, concentration, and water matrix in laboratory and full‐scale waterworks. The chemical structure of ACE‐K does contain an olefin bond and olefins are known to react with photooxidants in natural waters (i.e., hydroxyl, peroxy, and singlet O) when exposed to sunlight with a half‐life on the order of about 25 d (Mill [2000](#ieam4248-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). Indirect photolysis reactions of dissolved chemicals can occur as the result of chemical or electronic excitation transfer from light‐absorbing humic acid species in the natural water. In contrast to direct photolysis, this photoreaction is governed initially by the spectroscopic properties of the natural water (USEPA Test Guidelines OPPTS 835.5270 Indirect Photolysis Screening Test \[USEPA [1998](#ieam4248-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}\]). Thus, natural photolysis of ACE‐K (a combination of direct and indirect photodegradation) is expected to contribute to its removal in the environment, but understanding the extent of this photodegradation and the identification of potential TPs are important issues that deserve further research.

Lange et al. ([2012](#ieam4248-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}) reviewed the literature that reported qualitative efficiencies of different physical--chemical water treatment processes for the removal of a variety of artificial sweeteners, including ACE‐K. They deduced that ozonation was the only process investigated which consistently demonstrated medium to high removal efficiencies for ACE‐K. Buerge et al. ([2009](#ieam4248-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}), however, reported that ACE‐K was only partly removed during ozonation of groundwater in a WWTP. These results were confirmed by Scheurer et al. ([2010](#ieam4248-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}) in a systematic field study in which ACE‐K was oxidized quickly with a half‐life of approximately 15 min at an ozone concentration of 0.5 mg/L, but after a contact time of 30 to 40 min (typical of WWTPs in Germany), 30% residual concentrations of ACE‐K remained in the test solution. Care, however, must be given when interpreting ozonation treatment results because some unexpected kinetic reactions can occur, depending on the combination of what is and is not present in the treatment water. Thus, oxidation of ACE‐K appears to show the greatest promise for a single treatment option for advanced WWTPs where biodegradation of ACE‐K may not have been demonstrated. It may also be that a combination of advanced oxidation combined with UVC light may hold the greatest nonbiological indication for success if it could be implemented cost effectively at full‐scale WWTPs along with carefully adjusted treatment process conditions. In this case, the combination of UVC light plus an oxidizer such as hydrogen peroxide or ozone would absorb the UVC light and produce hydroxyl radicals that could enhance the oxidation of contaminants such as ACE‐K.

Bioaccumulation potential {#ieam4248-sec-0060}
-------------------------

The low measured octanol--water partitioning coefficient (*K* ~ow~) of --2.35 at 23 °C for ACE‐K (Supplemental Data Figure S1) suggests a bioaccumulation potential well below any regulatory trigger (ECHA [2017](#ieam4248-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Using this log *K* ~ow~ and the Anot‐Gobas method from the USEPA\'s EPI Suite v. 4.11 (USEPA [2012](#ieam4248-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}), a bioconcentration factor (BCF) in fish of 0.8931 can be calculated for ACE‐K. Federico ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}) studied the bioconcentration of ACE‐K in bivalves over a 10‐d period. At an exposure concentration of 100 µg/L, the measured BCF value was approximately 7 L/kg. This low experimental BCF value approaches the predicted BCF value from the USEPA EPI Suite model (USEPA [2012](#ieam4248-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). According to established classification schemes (Franke et al. [1994](#ieam4248-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}), this BCF suggests that the potential for bioconcentration in aquatic organisms is low.

Wide‐ranging survey of monitored ACE‐K concentrations in various environmental matrices {#ieam4248-sec-0070}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Acesulfame‐potassium has been detected in wastewater influents, effluents, and sludge, as well as surface water and groundwater across the world. The results of our detailed collation of all the ACE‐K environmental monitoring data are presented in the Supplemental Data of the present paper (see Table S3 influents, Table S4 effluents, Table S5 sludge, Table S6 surface waters, and Table S7 groundwater). Table [1](#ieam4248-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} presents an overall summary of this worldwide ACE‐K environmental monitoring data. Wastewater influent and effluent ACE‐K concentrations were not meaningfully different. Acesulfame‐potassium concentrations in influents had a sample‐weighted average of 22.9 μg/L with a range of less than the limit of quantification (\<LOQ) to 81 μg/L whereas the weighted average for effluents was 29.9 μg/L with a weighted average of \<LOQ to 2500 μg/L. As anticipated based on the physical--chemical properties of ACE‐K (Supplemental Data Figure S1), it was detected in wastewater sludge at much lower concentrations (sample‐weighted average of 120.7 ng/L with a range of \<LOQ to 190 ng/L). Surface waters had a sample‐weighted average ACE‐K concentration of 2.9 μg/L with a range of \<LOQ to 53.7 μg/L. It is interesting to note that the average surface‐water concentration of ACE‐K appears to be decreasing since about 2014. Literature studies from 2009 to 2013, summarized here, reported an average surface concentration ACE‐K of 4.65 μg/L, whereas the average surface concentration of ACE‐K reported in studies published between 2014 and 2018 was significantly lower at 1.1 μg/L. Finally, groundwater monitoring studies revealed the lowest sample‐weighted ACE‐K water concentration average of 0.653 μg/L with a range of \<LOQ to 9.7 μg/L. The ACE‐K monitoring data presented in this wide‐ranging survey of the literature along with the physical--chemical environmental fate properties of ACE‐K (Supplemental Data Figure S1) confirm that surface water is the pathway most relevant for environmental risk assessment.

Acesulfame‐potassium might also be expected to have some potential to end up in the terrestrial environment via wastewater when used for supplying water to land to help plants grow, the application of digested sewage sludge as fertilizers, or in septic tank leach fields. Given the typical ACE‐K sludge concentration (Supplemental Data Table S5), it would not be expected to be a major source. Acesulfame‐potassium was reported to have minimal soil sorption, matching the observations reported with sewage sludge. The *K* ~d~ and p*K* ~a~ of ACE‐K (Supplemental Data Figure S1) indicate that it will have high mobility in soil and low absorption, suggesting potential migration to groundwater and surface water. Acesulfame‐potassium is not expected to volatilize from dry soils based on its low vapor pressure. Interestingly, Buerge et al. ([2011](#ieam4248-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}) found that when ACE‐K is added to soils it was readily degraded, with half‐lives ranging from 3 to 49 d, which should reduce this migration.

EFFECTS ASSESSMENT {#ieam4248-sec-0080}
==================

Effects on aquatic organisms {#ieam4248-sec-0090}
----------------------------

An excellent set of laboratory‐generated ecotoxicological data are available for ACE‐K (Supplemental Data Table S8), which include acute and chronic toxicity in fish and invertebrates, fish embryo toxicity, toxicity to freshwater plants, and toxicity to domestic sludge microorganisms. A significant proportion of the ecotoxicity studies conducted on ACE‐K were provided by data compiled in a European Union Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) registration dossier, prepared and submitted electronically by the supplier to the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) through their chemical software program, International Uniform Chemical Information Database (IUCLID; ECHA [2017](#ieam4248-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). The ACE‐K ecotoxicity data were extracted from robust study summaries that included objectives, methods, results, and conclusions of the full study reports. This detailed information allowed for the accurate determination of the relevance of these studies. The fact that the vast majority of these studies were conducted under Organisation for Economic Co‐operation and Development (OECD) guidelines (many using good laboratory practices \[GLP\]) ensured the quality, credibility, and traceability of the data submitted (ECHA [2018](#ieam4248-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}).

Fish acute toxicity is represented by 3 static studies, two equivalent or essentially similar to OECD 203 methods (OECD [2019](#ieam4248-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}) and one according to OECD 203 under full GLP conditions. The first two of these studies were conducted in zebrafish and golden orfe fish and generated 96‐h LC50 values \>1000 mg/L. The third study, also in zebrafish, reported an LC50 value of \>1800 to \<2500 mg/L. Long‐term toxicity to zebrafish was also studied in an OECD 210 (OECD [2013](#ieam4248-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}) fish early life stage (ELS) test conducted under GLP. The 30‐d no observed effect concentration (NOEC) based on mortality, weight, and length changes versus controls was calculated to be 22 mg/L. This OECD 210 ELS NOEC was the lowest chronic NOEC reported for ACE‐K and thus served as the basis for calculating its PNEC.

Li et al. ([2016](#ieam4248-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}) studied the embryo toxicity of ACE‐K and 6 phototransformation products of ACE‐K in zebrafish. They established NOECs of 10 000 mg/L for sensitive sublethal endpoints of tail detachment, edema, and heart rate and slightly lower NOECs ranging from 5000 to 10 000 mg/L for the ACE‐K phototransformation products based on these same endpoints. In another study, common carp were exposed to ACE‐K for 96 h at concentrations of 0.05 and 149 µg/L (Cruz‐Rojas et al. [2019](#ieam4248-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). Measures of oxidative stress (e.g., superoxide dismutase) were evaluated and found to be elevated in the gill, brain, and muscle. Ren et al. ([2016](#ieam4248-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}) also exposed carp to ≤10 mg/L ACE‐K for 7 d and reported no differences in oxidative stress markers in exposed fish relative to controls. However, following UV irradiation, oxidative stress markers were significantly induced. These data also highlight the potential for phototransformation and enhanced ecotoxicity associated with ACE‐K. Although the changes in a nonstandard endpoint such as oxidative stress are interesting, survival, growth, and reproduction in standardized ecotoxicity data were unaffected at similar exposure levels.

Short‐term toxicity to *Daphnia magna* were determined to have a 48‐h NOEC of 1000 mg/L (Stolte et al. [2013](#ieam4248-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}) and a 24‐h EC50 of \>1000 mg/L based on an OECD 202 test (OECD [2004](#ieam4248-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}). Long‐term toxicity to *D. magna* based on an OECD 211 study (OECD [2012](#ieam4248-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}) and reproduction as the measured endpoint resulted in a 21‐d NOEC of \>100 mg/L.

Stolte et al. ([2013](#ieam4248-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}) investigated the short‐term ecotoxicity of ACE‐K in aquatic plants in a 72‐h algal test (growth as endpoint) and a 7‐d *Lemna minor* plant test (growth as an endpoint). No statistically significant effects were observed at concentrations up to 1000 mg/L. Another study on green algae conducted according to OECD 221 methods (OECD [2006](#ieam4248-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}) resulted in an NOEC of 100 mg/L. A variety of studies have also examined the potential toxicity of ACE‐K to domestic sludge microorganisms (Stolte et al. [2013](#ieam4248-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}; ECHA [2018](#ieam4248-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). An OECD 209 (OECD [2010](#ieam4248-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}) activated sludge respiration inhibition test generated a 3‐h NOEC of 1000 mg/L (Stolte et al. [2013](#ieam4248-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}), whereas other methods conducted for REACH measured NOEC ranging from \>140 mg/L to \>2500 mg/L based on a lack of any measurable toxicity.

Consideration of ACE‐K degradation products under conventional WWTP process as well as simulated laboratory experimental conditions {#ieam4248-sec-0100}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Potential ACE‐K degradation products and their latent aquatic toxicity are generally poorly characterized, but a number of studies have suggested that potential physical--chemical TPs may represent a higher level of aquatic toxicity than the parent ACE‐K (Sang et al. [2014](#ieam4248-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Li et al. [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Ren et al. [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Yin et al. [2017](#ieam4248-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}). The transformation that ACE‐K undergoes in the natural environment is considered to be complex and may very well involve a combination of various physical, chemical, and biological processes (see Supplemental Data Tables S1 and S2). However, the ultimate degradation of ACE‐K in the real world will depend upon the specific degradation process involved (i.e., biodegradation vs physical--chemical degradation) and the specific conditions under which TPs are formed (i.e., full‐scale WWTP vs simulated or laboratory generated). Regarding degradation products formed from biodegradation processes, many of these studies have been based on full‐scale operating WWTPs (Supplemental Data Table S1). Cardenas et al. ([2016](#ieam4248-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) studied a large full‐scale WWTP in South East Queensland, Australia equipped with a conventional 3‐step treatment process, which included primary treatment, an activated biological process that integrated 4 oxidation ditches with an aerobic and anaerobic zone followed by clarifiers, and disinfection by chlorination. They reported 92% removal of ACE‐K and attributed this reduction to biodegradation. Although they did not investigate possible biodegradation products, they did suggest a need to further investigate the possible biodegradates and compare them to those previously reported to be formed by physical--chemical processes (Sang et al. [2014](#ieam4248-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Scheurer et al. [2014](#ieam4248-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [2010](#ieam4248-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}). Castronovo et al. ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}) investigated the removal and biodegradation of ACE‐K during activated sludge processes at 13 WWTPs and reported 59% to 97% removal depending on the different WWTPs with denitrifying conditions maximizing this biodegradation. Furthermore, they used high‐resolution mass spectrometry to identify sulfamic acid as the predominant and only relevant TP. A subsample of 3 WWTPs revealed that concentrations of sulfamic acid in the influent and effluent were similar and therefore the degradation of ACE‐K added insignificantly to the normal loading of sulfamic acid discharged into surface waters (typical for municipal WWTPs receiving high loads of sulfamic acid cleaning products). Kahl et al. ([2018](#ieam4248-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}) confirmed the mineralization of ACE‐K to stoichiometric amounts of sulfamic acid in their study of ACE‐K removal and biodegradation in an aerated horizontal flow treatment wetland and an adjacent municipal WWTP using activated sludge. Finally, in follow‐up studies conducted by Kleinsteuber et al. ([2019](#ieam4248-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}), ACE‐K has been shown to be mineralized in a catabolic process and used as the sole C source by bacterial pure strains isolated from WWTP activated sludge identified as *Bosea* sp. and *Chelatococcus* sp. These authors observed the detection of acetoacetamide‐N‐sulfonic acid (ANSA) and the subsequent stoichiometric generation of the same sulfamic acid biodegradation compound. Although further experiments are required to elucidate the entire ACE‐K biodegradation pathway, it now seems clear that where biodegradation of ACE‐K has been reported from conventional WWTPs, it most likely results in the generation of relatively nontoxic concentrations of sulfamic acid.

Several researchers have found that ACE‐K can be transformed by various physical--chemical methods although the majority of these studies have been at the laboratory simulation level (Supplemental Data Table S2). For example, a number of studies have shown that ACE‐K can be phototransformed to multiple degradation products via potential interaction with dissolved organic matter (Scheurer et al. [2012](#ieam4248-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}; Gan et al. [2013](#ieam4248-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Li et al. [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Perkola et al. [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Minella et al. [2017](#ieam4248-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). Some of this reported photodegradation of ACE‐K in the environment may also be due to photooxidation or catalytic photolysis. Nevertheless, phototransformation is an important finding because it suggests that ACE‐K has an additional depletion mechanism beyond the emerging reports of significant biodegradation once released into the environment. In one of the more reliable studies in this area, hydroxylated acesulfame and iso‐acesulfame were the primary degradation products of UV irradiation (Scheurer et al. [2014](#ieam4248-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). In another well‐designed study by Scheurer et al. ([2010](#ieam4248-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}), the structural elucidation of the main ozonation products of ACE‐K were identified. The main products of these ACE‐K oxidation studies were acetic acid and dihydroxyacetyl sulfamate, both of which showed good removal in activated C filters downstream of the ozonation unit in a full‐scale WWTP. Some studies have suggested that although the parent ACE‐K chemical represents minimal or no significant adverse impact on aquatic organisms, various TPs (TPs) of ACE‐K may exhibit increased aquatic toxicity. Sang et al. ([2014](#ieam4248-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) studied the feasibility of using a nonconventional TiO~2~ catalyst‐enhanced photodegradation of ACE‐K and compared the resulting toxicity of the TPs to the parent ACE‐K. They employed the Microtox screening bioassay using the marine bioluminescent bacteria *Vibrio fischeri* for this purpose. The EC50 of ACE‐K alone was 72 190 mg/L whereas the EC50 in the phototreatment group was amplified at 125 mg/L. Although the results of this study (Sang et al. [2014](#ieam4248-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) are of course interesting because the transformation of ACE‐K in these laboratory‐based simulations opens the possibility for treatment options, the levels of TiO~2~ used to trigger these catalytic reactions do not appear to be currently cost effective or scalable to fully operating WWTPs. Based on the doses used in this study, 10 000‐ to 50 000‐gallon bioreactor would require 380 kg to 1900 kg per biotreater just for a single dose. In a related study, Yin et al. ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}) also used Microtox to screen the potential toxicity of ACE‐K oxidation TPs by permanganate (Mn\[VII\]) and found that ACE‐K elicited a 16% inhibition rate without oxidation, which was increased by 29% in the presence of Mn(VII). Measured EC50 values for ACE‐K were not reported in the Yin et al. ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}) paper and could not be derived from the data presented; however, if we assume DOC as a surrogate for ACE‐K, we can extrapolate a starting ACE‐K test concentration of about 21 mg/L, which would represent an extremely high environmental concentration of ACE‐K. The bioluminescent bacteria *V. fischeri* used in Microtox is a marine species, so the chemistry of the test substance is not what it will be in fresh water. Nevertheless, Microtox has been widely used as a screening tool to estimate the acute toxicity of water samples and chemical substances. Although Microtox can be used to identify potentially toxic substances for further testing, it cannot serve as a substitute for traditional tiered acute and sublethal hazard assessments. It has typically been used as an initial part of a battery of tests or to supplement data obtained in other more established ecotoxicology testing. The Microtox results obtained by Sang et al. ([2014](#ieam4248-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) and Yin et al. ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}) provide important information but were conducted at unrealistically high concentrations of ACE‐K under simulated laboratory conditions. Given the inherent disadvantages of the Microtox screening method and the exploratory conditions under which these ACE‐K degradates were engineered, the environmental relevance of this work is quite low, and these studies should be viewed as unreliable for the purpose of risk assessment. They should, however, be considered preliminary findings that require further confirmation at environmentally relevant concentrations of ACE‐K and with higher tiered ecotoxicity guideline studies, should these methods ever become a viable cost‐effective full‐scale treatment option.

Li et al. ([2016](#ieam4248-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}) investigated the photocatalytic transformation of ACE‐K and the embryotoxicity of the TPs to zebrafish. They identified 6 TPs more polar than ACE‐K. Very high NOECs (10 000 mg/L) based on tail detachment, edema, coagulation, and heart rate for ACE‐K were compared with augmented embryotoxicity (NOECs 5000--10 000 mg/L) for the TPs. These findings suggest that developmental toxicity of ACE‐K to zebrafish represents a low risk. Although the observed enhanced developmental toxicity of these photocatalytically formed TPs is a noteworthy finding, the environmental relevance of these TP NOECs as evaluated in the context of this ACE‐K aquatic risk assessment (refer to Figure [1](#ieam4248-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) is minimal.

![Ecotoxicity benchmarks compared to river concentrations calculated by iSTREEM at mean flow, assuming low percent removal (15%) by WWTPs and higher removal (80%) more representative of recent observations. ACE‐K = acesulfame‐potassium; iSTREEM = in‐STREam Exposure Model; NOEC = no observed effect concentration; WWTP = wastewater treatment plant.](IEAM-16-421-g001){#ieam4248-fig-0001}

Ren et al. ([2016](#ieam4248-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}) exposed carp to ≤10 mg/L ACE‐K for 7 d and reported no differences in oxidative stress markers in exposed fish relative to controls. Following UV irradiation, oxidative stress markers (i.e., hydroxyl radicals and malondialdehyde content) were significantly induced in the 0.1 and 10 mg/L ACE‐K UV groups; however, these ACE‐K exposure concentrations were not environmentally relevant and the study design also appeared flawed given that the control group (0 mg/L ACE‐K) did not appear to be UV irradiated as were the other comparative test concentrations. A study by Saucedo‐Vence et al. ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}), conducted with the LNCS sucralose, found oxidative stress biomarkers in carp gill, brain, and muscle following exposure to ≤155 µg/L sucralose. As a follow‐up study, the same research group exposed common carp to ACE‐K for 96 h at more environmentally realistic concentrations of 0.05 and 149 µg/L (Cruz‐Rojas et al. [2019](#ieam4248-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). Measures of oxidative stress (e.g., superoxide dismutase) were evaluated and found to be elevated in the gill, brain, and muscle. These data highlight the potential for enhanced ecotoxicity of phototransformation of ACE‐K based on changes in a sensitive biomarker of exposure. It is important to point out that although the changes in a nonstandard assessment endpoint such as oxidative stress are interesting, survival, growth, and reproduction in standardized ecotoxicity data were unaffected at similar exposure levels. One way to enhance the value of a sensitive biomarkers of exposure like the reported oxidative stress caused by ACE‐K in these studies (Ren et al. [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Cruz‐Rojas et al. [2019](#ieam4248-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}) and make it more relevant for environmental risk assessment would be to develop an adverse outcome pathway (AOP) that incorporates these data. Adverse outcome pathways are structured frameworks that link measurable biological changes (key events) from a molecular initiating event (MIE) to a specific adverse outcome (AO) at the individual or population level. Efforts are currently underway to develop the AOP knowledge base and make them more quantitative for use in regulatory decision making (Conolly et al. [2017](#ieam4248-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Carusi et al. [2018](#ieam4248-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Perkins et al. [2019](#ieam4248-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}).

MODELING OF ACE‐K STREAM CONCENTRATIONS {#ieam4248-sec-0110}
=======================================

Model descriptions {#ieam4248-sec-0120}
------------------

Two different models were used to predict ACE‐K concentrations in rivers and streams throughout the United States: The in‐STREam Exposure Model (iSTREEM Version 2.2; ACI [2020](#ieam4248-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}) to best evaluate geographical patterns of exposure for the United States, andThe Exposure and Fate Assessment Screening Tool model (E‐FAST; USEPA [2014](#ieam4248-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}) to obtain some useful statistics about the probability of observing ACE‐K at specific levels in US rivers and streams under varying flow conditions.

The iSTREEM model is designed to evaluate down‐the‐drain products. The iSTREEM model was initially developed by the University of Cincinnati, Ohio, USA and Procter & Gamble, based on USEPA databases and building on algorithms developed by USEPA. The iSTREEM model was acquired by the American Cleaning Institute (ACI, formerly the Soap and Detergent Association) in 2008. The ACI makes the modeling system freely available to the public, and they have sponsored further development and updating (Kapo et al. [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). Version 2.2 incorporates the most current information available on wastewater treatment facilities, and updates to the national river network to allow development of the most up‐to‐date national‐scale surface‐water exposure estimates.

Wastewater treatment facility information in iSTREEM 2.2 was updated using the 2012 Clean Watershed Needs Survey from USEPA (USEPA [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}), increasing the number of facilities in the model. All WWTPs treating municipal wastewater and discharging to rivers or streams were included, with information describing specific location, treatment processes, wastewater flow, and population served. The iSTREEM model now uses an underlying river network with improved spatial resolution derived from the National Hydrography Dataset Plus (NHDPlus) version 2, jointly developed by the US Geological Survey and USEPA (McKay et al. [2012](#ieam4248-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}). The iSTREEM model predicts concentrations in 228 000 river segments that represent more than 243 000 river miles resulting from discharges from 13 245 WWTPs across the continental United States. The stream system examined in the model includes all perennial streams and rivers with WWTPs either on the segment or upstream. The database contains mean annual stream flow, an estimate of the lowest weekly flow expected to occur only once in a 10‐y period ("7Q10" low flow), and an estimate of the time of travel and velocity for the full length of each reach. The model predicts the concentration of a chemical in each segment, accumulating inputs of water and chemical in effluents of WWTPs and from all upstream reaches. Cumulative distributions of a chemical are produced for river segments, WWTP effluents, and at the intake of municipal drinking‐water treatment facilities as a result of upstream WWTP discharges. Removal by WWTPs is accounted for by the model, and other instream removal processes are represented by a simple first‐order decay model. The decay constant can be used to represent the net effect of biodegradation and any other significant depletion processes. Key assumptions are described here; for detailed discussion of the model\'s background, algorithms, and testing see Kapo et al. ([2016](#ieam4248-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}) and ACI ([2019](#ieam4248-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}).

Model assumptions {#ieam4248-sec-0130}
-----------------

The following are the key conservative scientific assumptions made for running the iSTREEM model for ACE‐K: Acesulfame‐potassium in the stream and river system is assumed to decline at a minimal rate of 5% per day. Adsorption is not specifically represented but is not a dominant process for ACE‐K.Acesulfame‐potassium use rate reported for 2019 was 999 metric tons per year for the United States, and this includes all known uses of ACE‐K: food, drink, and nonfood. The total market volume was obtained as a net figure considering sales, imports, and exports from the Euromonitor International Passport Database. Euromonitor Passport is a proprietary database, but anyone who has subscription access to the database can do their own searches and can generate the same data. We have made available the comprehensive results of our search as a data table for the ACE‐K total volume of food/nonfood/other application available and it can be accessed in the Supplemental Data (Table S11). The total US ACE‐K loading was applied to an estimated total population of 330 million (rounded to two significant figures) people (US Census Bureau [2020](#ieam4248-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}), and divided by 365 d/y. The resulting per capita daily load equals 0.00829 g/(person · day) = 8.29 mg/(person · day).Dietary ACE‐K is assumed to pass completely unchanged to wastewater.The calculated per capita load is assumed to be disposed 100% to surface waters. In reality some will be disposed elsewhere (e.g., to the earth via septic systems, or to solid waste facilities).Current removal by treatment plants is assumed to be 80%, except no removal by primary plants was assumed. A second case was also examined with removal of 15%, more realistic for earlier years (when biodegradation of ACE‐K was not commonly reported) or poorly functioning treatment plants.Calculated percentiles of river segments were plotted versus concentrations, along with multiple ACE‐K aquatic toxicity benchmarks (Supplemental Data Table S8). Note that most of these benchmarks represent concentrations for which effects were not observed in various toxicity tests. The most conservatively predicted aquatic species PNEC for ACE‐K is 2.2 mg/L (derived as the 30‐d zebrafish ELS NOEC divided by 10 as per the EC Technical Guidance Document \[EC [2003](#ieam4248-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}\]).Mean flows are used as the base case, and several percentiles are compared at very low flows (7Q10).

Results of the iSTREEM model are shown in Figure [1](#ieam4248-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. The green curve on the left side of the figure represents the percent of river segments that exceed a given concentration of ACE‐K for 80% removal by treatment plants, and the blue curve represents the percentiles if only 15% is removed. Comparison with several ecotoxicity (Supplemental Data Table S8) benchmarks (indicated on the right side of the figure) shows that the expected concentrations (with 80% removal) are more than 4 orders of magnitude lower than the lowest NOEC. If removal were only 15%, then the concentrations would still be more than 3.5 orders of magnitude below the lowest NOEC. Note that because of ACE‐K\'s low toxicity almost all of these benchmarks indicate lack of toxicity; the lowest concentrations that show clear toxicity in a standard ecotoxicity test are indicated by the orange line, showing acute mortality percentiles for zebrafish. The figure shows that river concentrations calculated by iSTREEM in all cases are more than 5 orders of magnitude lower than the observed toxicity.

The E‐FAST model was then applied using essentially the same loading assumptions to investigate the effect of changing flows over time. The E‐FAST model was developed for and made available by USEPA, Office of Pollution Prevention and Treatment, Exposure Assessment Branch (USEPA [2014](#ieam4248-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). Similar to iSTREEM, E‐FAST uses data developed by USEPA on locations, population served, and flows from publicly owned treatment works (POTWs) and river and stream segments across the United States. The E‐FAST model contains a down‐the‐drain module that was used to track ACE‐K loadings downstream of POTWs across the United States. Unlike iSTREEM, E‐FAST does not account for any degradation or adsorption occurring in the river systems. The consumer exposure portions of E‐FAST have been peer reviewed by experts outside USEPA, and USEPA has developed E‐FAST 2014 using the external peer‐review comments for the general population, down‐the‐drain, environmental exposure aspects of E‐FAST. Figure [1](#ieam4248-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} shows how E‐FAST predictions for 2 lower flow conditions compare with the iSTREEM predictions for median river concentration at mean flow. The E‐FAST values are for harmonic mean flow, and the lowest weekly flow expected in a 10‐y period (7Q10 flow). The harmonic mean weights the prediction toward the lowest flows, thus toward the highest concentrations. The 7Q10 flow is quite extreme in that it is a rare event. Table [2](#ieam4248-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"} presents percentiles of river concentrations predicted by iSTREEM, and also the 50th percentile and 10th percentile predicted by E‐FAST for the comparatively low flow conditions. Note that the lower 10th percentile of river flows and corresponding upper 10% of concentrations given by E‐FAST can be considered a nearly upper‐bound case because, at this and lower flows, the dilution factor for effluent mixing with river water is estimated to be 1.0 by the E‐FAST program, representing no significant dilution.

###### 

Probabilistic ACE‐K stream exposure modeling values and estimated margins of safety

                              Percent reaches exceeding   Percent below   15% removal (µg/L)   80% removal (µg/L)   15% removal   80% removal
  --------------------------- --------------------------- --------------- -------------------- -------------------- ------------- -------------
  iSTREEM mean flow           90                          10              0.005                0.001                4.66E+06      1.98E+07
  75                          25                          0.017           0.004                1.33E+06             5.63E+06      
  50                          50                          0.056           0.013                3.95E+05             1.68E+06      
  25                          75                          0.175           0.041                1.25E+05             5.33E+05      
  10                          90                          0.609           0.143                3.61E+04             1.54E+05      
  5                           95                          1.307           0.307                1.68E+04             7.15E+04      
  iSTREEM low flow            90                          10              0.035                0.008                6.37E+05      2.71E+06
  75                          25                          0.171           0.040                1.28E+05             5.46E+05      
  50                          50                          0.757           0.178                2.91E+04             1.24E+05      
  25                          75                          2.872           0.676                7.66E+03             3.26E+04      
  10                          90                          8.250           1.941                2.67E+03             1.13E+04      
  5                           95                          13.132          3.090                1.68E+03             7.12E+03      
  E‐FAST harmonic mean flow   50                          50              0.150                0.036                1.47E+05      6.11E+05
  10                          90                          2.590           0.610                8.49E+03             3.61E+04      
  E‐FAST 10‐y low flow        50                          50              0.850                0.200                2.59E+04      1.10E+05
  10                          90                          20.620          4.850                1.07E+03             4.54E+03      

ACE‐K = acesulfame‐potassium; E‐FAST = Exposure and Fate Assessment Screening Tool model; iSTREEM = in‐STREam Exposure Model; MOS = margin of safety; NOEC = no observed effect concentration.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Predicted ACE‐K concentrations in rivers for each percentile examined for each case are compared in Table [2](#ieam4248-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"} as a ratio (the margin of safety \[MOS\]) to the lowest NOEC of 22 mg/L. The MOSs show that there is greater than a factor of 1000 between the predicted concentrations and possible toxic effects even in the most extreme cases. Note here also that the PNEC is based on observations of no effect; all of the predicted concentrations, even the most extreme, are greater than 105× lower than clearly observed toxic effects (fish mortality).

Regional comparison {#ieam4248-sec-0140}
-------------------

The detailed exposure assessment for the United States forms the primary basis for the risk assessment of ACE‐K because 1) it is the country with the largest total use of ACE‐K, and close to the highest use among regions in terms of mass per capita per day; and 2) detailed data are available on water use and disposal, treatment plant types and locations, river system characteristics (especially flows), and geography; and 3) software tools have been developed and tested that are appropriate for estimating exposure to chemicals that occur in consumer products disposed down the drain. Other regions were compared to ascertain if the conclusions of the risk assessment (considering modeling and available monitoring) for the United States are expected to be applicable to other regions where ACE‐K is used.

Acesulfame‐potassium is not used in all countries, so for purposes of this comparison only countries with known ACE‐K consumption are considered. It should be noted that this is based on actual total ACE‐K use, considering sales, imports, and exports for all uses (food, drink, and nonfood). These countries were then sorted into regions, and the weighted average consumption was calculated for each region in terms of grams per capita per day. A second major factor controlling the concentrations of ACE‐K that can be expected in the environment is water use. Water use by consumers and disposed via collection systems is most relevant for this purpose, and it was based on statistics for Municipal Water Withdrawal in billions of cubic meters per year, listed in the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations AQUASTAT Database (FAO [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}). This source was used as a basis for comparison, although not all aspects of use and disposal are represented. This measure is available for all of the relevant countries, whereas several other measures describing more specific aspects were available only for some countries. The water use was then divided by population (Worldometers [2019](#ieam4248-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}; based on UN statistics) to give the average in liters per person per day.

An index representing the relative potential for ACE‐K exposure for regions in comparison with North America (NA) was then calculated as $$\text{ACE}‐K\text{Exposure\ Index}(\text{country}\mathit{i}) = \frac{\begin{matrix}
{\left. \text{ACE}‐K\text{use}(\text{country}\mathit{i}) g/\text{person}/d/ \right.{\text{Water}\text{use}(\text{country}\mathit{i})L/\text{person}/d}} \\
\end{matrix}}{\begin{matrix}
{{\text{ACE}‐K\text{use}(\text{NA})g/\text{person}/d}\left. /\text{Water}\text{use}(\text{NA}) L/\text{person}/d \right.} \\
\end{matrix}}.$$

Table [3](#ieam4248-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"} presents a summary of these regional ACE‐K exposure indices relative to North America (refer to Supplemental Data Table S11 ACE‐K global metric tonnage data for all food and nonfood applications extracted from the Euromonitor Passport database for details on which countries with actual ACE‐K market sales are included in each region). The significance of these calculated regional ACE‐K exposure indexes is that most are very close to the estimated North American exposure framework, with no countries exceeding more than 1.39× that of North America. This suggests that the ACE‐K aquatic risk assessment presented in the present paper can be reasonably extrapolated worldwide.

###### 

Regional ACE‐K exposure index representing relative potential for ACE‐K exposure for regions in comparison with North America

                           ACE‐K metric tons   10^9^ m^3^/y   ACE‐K countries   Average g/person/d   Average L/person/d   Exposure index
  ------------------------ ------------------- -------------- ----------------- -------------------- -------------------- ----------------
  Asia Pacific             1646.9              146.75         2394055354        0.00188              167.9                0.64
  Australasia              106.9               4.723          30322117          0.00966              426.7                1.30
  Eastern Europe           393.8               19.937         203018764         0.00531              269.0                1.13
  Latin America            1013.6              41.998         507301944         0.00547              226.8                1.39
  Middle East and Africa   348.1               25.595         510971118         0.00187              137.2                0.78
  North America            1104.6              63.411         368744805         0.00821              471.1                1.00
  Western Europe           99.9                5.839          84339067          0.00325              189.7                0.98
  Grand total              4713.8              308.253        4098753169        0.00315              206.0                0.88

ACE‐K = acesulfame‐potassium; NA = North America.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

RISK CHARACTERIZATION {#ieam4248-sec-0150}
=====================

Risk estimation {#ieam4248-sec-0160}
---------------

Studies reporting widespread ACE‐K occurrence in various aquatic matrices (Supplemental Data Tables S3--S7) suggest that a thorough environmental assessment accounting of various recent environmental information is needed, including the identification of any potential data gaps. In the case of ACE‐K, the environmental risk was estimated on the basis of 2 separate methods. The first was a basic scientific deterministic approach of comparing the PEC and a PNEC. The PEC in this ACE‐K environmental risk assessment was based conservatively on the weighted average concentrations of ACE‐K reported in WWTP effluents. The dilution that occurs in surface waters where aquatic organisms live therefore provided an additional safety factor. The species sensitivity to ACE‐K was expressed as a PNEC based on the most conservative chronic ACE‐K aquatic toxicity reported. This generalized approach has been described in the Technical Guidance Document on Risk Assessment in support of European Commission regulations (EC [2003](#ieam4248-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}) and has become widely accepted by ecotoxicologists worldwide. The ACE‐K PEC and PNEC were then used in a simplistic risk quotient approach. If the PEC‐to‐PNEC ratio is lower than 1, the substance is generally not considered to be of concern; if the PEC‐to‐PNEC ratio is higher than 1, further testing must be carried out to refine more accurately the determination of PEC or PNEC with a consequent adjustment of the PEC‐to‐PNEC ratio, or risk reduction measures need to be considered (EC [2003](#ieam4248-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}).

The weighted average concentration of ACE‐K reported in effluents was 29.9 µg/L (Table [1](#ieam4248-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}), was considered a conservative PEC. Additionally, the weighted average ACE‐K concentration reported in surface water was an order of magnitude lower at 2.9 μg/L with a maximum measured value of 53.7 μg/L, which could be considered an extreme worst case. No acute ecotoxicological effects were reported for ACE‐K at concentrations ≥1000 ppm. In chronic ecotoxicological studies, no ecotoxicity was observed with the lowest NOEC of 22 mg/L reported for the fish ELS study (ECHA [2018](#ieam4248-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). Given the robust ecotoxicological data set available for ACE‐K (acute and chronic toxicity in fish and invertebrates, fish embryo toxicity, toxicity to freshwater plants, and toxicity to domestic sludge microorganisms), a conservative safety factor of 10× (i.e., based on 3 long‐term NOECs from 3 trophic levels, fish daphnia, and algae) was appropriate leading to a PNEC of 2.2 mg/L. The resultant hazard for ACE‐K (i.e., PEC‐to‐PNEC ratio) is 0.0299 mg/L/2.2 mg/L = 0.014. A worst‐case PEC scenario utilizing the highest ACE‐K concentration reported in surface water yields a PEC‐to‐PNEC ratio of 0.0537 mg/L/2.2 mg/L = 0.024. Thus, using a basic deterministic PEC‐to‐PNEC ratio approach for ACE‐K indicates that ACE‐K presents a negligible risk to the environment. Employing the more sophisticated probabilistic risk assessment approach based on US river PECs predicted using 2019 ACE‐K total loading data and the iSTREEM and E‐FAST models, the MOSs based on an NOEC of 22 mg/L ranged from more than 1000 to 4.7E+6 for the 15% removal scenario and even higher for the 80% removal scenario.

Uncertainty analysis {#ieam4248-sec-0170}
--------------------

Uncertainty exists in any environmental risk assessment whenever environmental risk managers are asked to make decisions on the basis of incomplete or limited data. Uncertainty is often conservatively addressed by the use of safety or uncertainty factors applied to PNECs or the use of worst‐case measured exposure scenarios for PECs, rather than using probabilistic exposure modeling based on a full data set of PECs and total loading to the environment.

In the case of ACE‐K\'s effects characterization, due to the extensive nature of the effects testing reported (Supplemental Data Table S8), uncertainties are not great for the ecotoxicity data set. Margins of safety are considered to be only minimal estimates when they are based on ecotoxicity studies in which there was no effect at the highest concentration tested (e.g., NOECs listed as greater than a given value). In these situations, the true MOSs may be greater, and perhaps much greater, than the minimal estimate.

Uncertainties related to the PEC for ACE‐K are intimately linked to the estimated and measured amounts of ACE‐K entering wastewater, removal efficiencies in WWTPs, and its eventual degradation. Regarding the reported measured ACE‐K concentrations in various environmental matrices, there is often a bias (unrecognized or stated) that researchers will focus their sampling efforts on "hot spots" anticipated to be potential problem areas, in an effort to maximize the chances of finding the analyte of interest. In our review of the ACE‐K environmental monitoring literature, we noted multiple references to sampling locations that were selected adjacent to high population catchment basins, WWTPs receiving high population loadings, and sites located directly downstream from WWTP effluents. With regard to the uncertainties associated with the iSTREEM and E‐FAST models, very low flow conditions (both flow and contaminant concentrations) are inherently difficult to measure, evaluate statistically, and predict (mainly because they are rare, and very few streams are continuously monitored). The response to this by the developers of these models is to take a conservative approach, especially where uncertainty is greatest. For a more detailed discussion on the uncertainties associated with both iSTREEM and E‐FAST models and how these models attempt to compensate for them, please refer to the information provided in the Supplemental Data of the present paper.

Although the use of ACE‐K as an artificial sweetener is expected to continue to grow globally (Sylvetsky and Rother [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}), there are numerous processes (i.e., physical, chemical, and most recently biological) that have been reported to effectively degrade ACE‐K with increasing elimination efficiencies. Now that microorganisms and conditions capable of biodegrading ACE‐K have been identified, it remains to be clarified whether environmental concentrations may in fact begin to decrease (as has been documented in Germany by Kahl et al. [2018](#ieam4248-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}), potentially offsetting the continuing input of this artificial sweetener. Future studies are needed to assess the ultimate impact of the spreading biodegradation capabilities of WWTP microorganisms on future ACE‐K environmental concentration. If the efficient biodegradation of ACE‐K by WWTPs continues to expand around the world as appears to be the developing case, will this transformation mechanism become the predominant route for eliminating ACE‐K in the environment and reducing its persistence? If ACE‐K biodegradation spreads to other regions and perhaps other environmental compartments, will the importance of secondary processes such as photolysis and oxidation reactions be reduced? Nevertheless, the present environmental risk assessment used a conservative estimate for the ACE‐K PEC value based on weighted average concentration reported in effluents (and even an upper‐bound maximum concentration reported in surface water) under both low and higher removal scenarios. In addition, application of the more sophisticated probabilistic exposure assessment using an accurate 2019 total ACE‐K loading to the environment resulted in lower PEC‐to‐PNEC ratios and correspondingly higher MOSs.

A final uncertainty associated with the present ACE‐K environmental risk assessment is related to the uncertainty surrounding the relevance of enhanced ecotoxicity that has been reported for various ACE‐K TPs (Sang et al. [2014](#ieam4248-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Li et al. [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Ren et al. [2016](#ieam4248-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Yin et al. [2017](#ieam4248-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}). Sang et al. ([2014](#ieam4248-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) and Yin et al. ([2017](#ieam4248-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}) used Microtox to study the toxicity of ACE‐K photodegradates and oxidation degradates, respectively. Li et al. ([2016](#ieam4248-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}) investigated the photocatalytic transformation of ACE‐K and the embryotoxicity of the TPs to zebrafish while Ren et al. ([2016](#ieam4248-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}) studied oxidative stress markers in carp and found elevated levels following UV irradiation of ACE‐K. In contrast to these studies, a recent investigation used brine shrimp (*Artemia salina*) to examine the potential toxicity of ACE‐K TPs following photocatalysis (TiO~2~/UV‐A) for 60 min (Zelinski et al. [2018](#ieam4248-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}). The EC50 values for both the parent ACE‐K and its TPs was \>1000 mg/L, and these authors concluded that the formation of toxic ACE‐K TPs following photocatalysis probably does not occur. Clearly the question surrounding potentially toxic TPs formed from various ACE‐K transformation processes remains unresolved, as does the potential to encounter these TPs under realistic WWTP operating conditions given the cost effectiveness of their implementation at full scale. Nevertheless, supplementary research may be needed to confirm or refute the ecotoxicity of putative ACE‐K TPs using standard aquatic toxicity test species. Quantifiable data on reaction kinetics, realistic environmental concentrations that can be generated under viable WWTP operational conditions, and dose--response information for key events capable of feeding into a quantitative AOP are some of the lines of evidence that will help define whether there is a potential for an AO (at the individual or population level) and make this area more relevant to evaluating the environmental risk of ACE‐K.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS {#ieam4248-sec-0180}
=======================

In summary, environmental fate and ecological effects data necessary to conduct an aquatic risk assessment for ACE‐K have heretofore been inadequate. The present paper presents significant new data covering ACE‐K\'s ecotoxicity and environmental fate parameters which have not previously been published. These new data have been put into context with the existing ACE‐K environmental data set to enhance its aquatic risk assessment. Based on extensive ACE‐K environmental monitoring, conservative PEC and PNEC estimates, and circumspect probabilistic exposure modeling, safety margins indicate that ACE‐K presents a low risk to the aquatic environment. Acesulfame‐potassium does not bioaccumulate, and concentrations in the environment are predicted to be well below any toxic effect in a variety of representative aquatic species.

A couple of data gaps exist, which if addressed might help refine our understanding of the potential risk ACE‐K poses to the environment, if any. The first relates to a couple of different photolysis studies that have been conducted under varying environmental conditions and methods. Some of these studies indicate that ACE‐K can be phototransformed into potentially more toxic TPs while at least one recent study indicates that toxic TPs are not formed after photolysis. It is unknown what percentage of the metabolites may be formed relative to the parent. Much of the existing published studies on ACE‐K photolysis were conducted using nonguideline methods, and many study details are lacking. Although these data do point to ACE‐K being at least partially degraded by light, a standard guideline study (e.g., OPPTS 835.5270, USEPA [1998](#ieam4248-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}) investigating indirect and direct photolysis is needed. Identification and quantification of metabolites relative to parent would help determine the need for further studies. For instance, if hydroxylated ACE‐K is one of the major phototransformation products, it might be assumed that its ecotoxicological profile is similar to that of ACE‐K, but confirmation of the potential toxicity of any TPs formed using classical ecotoxicity surrogate test species is warranted. The second gap is the biotransformation of ACE‐K in WWTP activated sludge. As identified in the present paper, conflicting data are available with respect to sludge biotransformation. If recent reports of successful biodegradation of ACE‐K by evolving WWTP microorganisms is true, it would be ideal to confirm this using a standard guideline study (e.g., OECD 314B) focused on the potential for mineralization and biodegradation (OECD [2008](#ieam4248-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}). A key factor in designing such a study would be to attempt to obtain appropriate microbial strains capable of degrading ACE‐K from WWTPs with demonstrated success of efficient removal rates. Regardless, the low environmental concentrations of ACE‐K (ppb to ppt) indicate that even lower concentrations of breakdown products are of limited concern.

In conclusion, the available data on ACE‐K indicate that it is safe for use and compatible with the aquatic environment at current usage levels. Although ACE‐K usage is expected to remain the same and perhaps even increase in certain regions (i.e., China), the emerging profile of its biodegradation and efficient elimination from WWTPs (especially during warm months) suggests that we might even anticipate measurable decreases in the concentration of ACE‐K in surface waters. Indeed, this is the case in some German rivers where reductions of ACE‐K concentrations of between 70% and 80% have been observed for the period of 2011 to 2016 (Kahl et al. [2018](#ieam4248-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}).

 {#ieam4248-sec-0200}

Open Data Badge {#ieam4248-sec-0210}
---------------

This article has earned an Open Data Badge for making publicly available the digitally shareable data necessary to reproduce the reported results. The data are available at <https://echa.europa.eu/bg/registration-dossier/-/registered-dossier/10775/7/8>. Learn more about the Open Practices badges from the Center for Open Science: <https://osf.io/tvyxz/wiki>.
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**Figure S1**. e‐fate parameters for ACE‐K.

**Table S1.** ACE‐K removal by WWTPs

**Table S2.** Representative ACE‐K tertiary treatment option

**Table S3.** Mean ACE‐K concentrations in influents

**Table S4.** Mean ACE‐K concentrations in effluents

**Table S5.** Mean ACE‐K concentrations in sludge

**Table S6.** Mean ACE‐K concentrations in surface water

**Table S7.** Mean ACE‐K concentrations in groundwater

**Table S8.** Summary of ACE‐K ecotoxicity test

**Table S9.** Predicted ACE‐K US river concentrations from iSTREEM and E‐FAST

**Table S10.**  Comparison of selected iSTREEM model concentrations and corresponding USGS‐NWIS monitoring data for DEET from Kapo et al. ([2016](#ieam4248-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"})

**Table S11.** Active Excel spreadsheet containing the total 2019 market sales data for ACE‐K as extracted from the Euromonitor International Passport database.
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Ecotoxicity data on ACE‐K, which had not been previously published (as cited in this manuscript) were extracted with permission from Celanese Production Germany GmbH & Co. KG in the International Uniform Chemical Information Database on the European Chemicals Agency webpage (<https://echa.europa.eu/bg/>). Estimated physiochemical properties and environmental fate parameters for 6‐methyl‐1,2,3‐oxathiazin‐4(3H)‐one 2,2‐dioxide, potassium salt (ACE‐K) were generated from the USEPA\'s EPI Suite™---Estimation Program Interface v4.11.

The 2019 total market sales volume for ACE‐K was obtained as a net figure considering sales, imports, and exports from the Euromonitor International Passport Database. Euromonitor Passport is a proprietary database but anyone who has subscription access to the database can do their own searches and can generate the same data. We have made available the comprehensive results of our search as a data table for the ACE‐K total volume of food/non‐food/other application available, and it can be readily accessed in the Supplemental Data (Table S11).
